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I am a multidisciplinary senior industrial designer with passion to build meaningful experiences. With
my professional skill and experience in industrial design and product development criteria, I spent the
last 7 years translating every client’s needs and desires to an overall image that delivers and promotes
its products/services to the customers, either B2B or B2C. In doing so, I have studied and explored
various ways to understand what influences a brand’s values, image and succession and what are the
best ways to serve them through my design work especially in the fields of Product Design, Packaging
Design, Manufacturing Operation, Brand Development and Product Management.
Backed with my academic-backgrounds in both fields of design and engineering on one side, and by
having worked in professional design firms and studios – starting from a designer position, being
promoted to team leadership level at senior positions – I have been in charge in various projects of
product design and development, packaging design (structural and graphical) and production
operation/consulting, brand identity design, and UX/UI design, all with the purpose of business
development for well known and/or fast-growing start-up clients.
Industrial design has always been my passion and I believe in creating meaningful design-experiences
as a means to create competitive advantage. I have received numerous commendations from my peers
and clients for my commitment to achieving company’s goals and revenue metrics.

My Vision

Design Methodology

Design Mandatories

Design Management

A methodology-based design
process, backed with strong
design-thinking knowledge
and detailed user studies,
creates emotion, loyalty, and
engagement between a
business and its customers
which are the true results of
product’s benefit .

Designing products, packages,
interfaces, and any promotive
product/service that speaks to
the business’s audience by
articulating the corporate
culture, style, and philosophy,
will build the strong image
and
furtherly,
long-time
positive impression of the
brand awareness.

The visual presentation of a
brand’s product or service, is
what will attract prospects,
engagements, and making the
target group convey the value
of the company. Therefore,
preparing precise design brief
followed by total processsupervision is a must

Designing
With A
Purpose

What I design is a direct reflection of the brand. I aim for each experience to be purposely built
and engaging.
From designing a product, or having a packaging design idea, defining a UX/UI, or even giving an
advised strategic design solution, my focus is to ensure THE AUDIENCE IS LISTENING.

By defining and developing each brand’s mission and vision, I craft innovative visual stories that
attract the target audience and create long term success.

Part I
Product Design | Product Development | Packaging Design

Work Sample #1: Safe Spot
Safe Spot is a concept designed for data storing
devices. The first idea was to carve the name or
the logotype of the company on it and apply a
large LED surface under the carved area in
order to make the brand’s name shining and
glimpsing in neon when the device is plugged in,
except having a usually applied circular or
rectangular LED on the device.

Do you like your brand’s name or logotype shine on
your product?

A fully opened view stood from side

On the other hand, the twisting capability can
make more space in different situations the
device is used and this flexibility can also secure
the USB from sudden breakings. It also has two
top-holes for putting lace through for carrying.
Developed idea for making it as a family is to
making it in colors and defining capacity of each
with LED numbers (except using the brand
name as LED).

Characteristic & user centric

Twistability: safer for device & making space

4 gigs twins

8 gigs twins

LED shines the
capacity number

Visual movement
according to fillets

Need more space near your laptop?

Wire-frames of Safe Spot

Identifying designing guidelines
As its design identity, the central-symmetric half
curved half cut edges is defined as Safe Spot’s
product trim’s main design gestalt.
Also locating the capacity in the middle of the
plastic-textured area and being made with lighting
device material (for example LED) is the addedvalued identity.

All members together – as shown, for 4, 8, and 16 gigs which are defined in two colors, the color-trim of similar gigs’ twins are one
in main color and the other one in opposite-compliance color

Holes on top can become re-located in other
devices of Safe Spot families of different devices
according to the usage and design mandatories.
All USB interfaces (including the socket, or USB
wire, or literally what is going to be connected to a
computer) must be installed under the devices in
the place which is mostly metallic or in neutral
color (white or silver, etc.).
A

A
Pink for the lowest capacity and in one color-trim

Highest capacity of 16 gigs – blue and orange

Set yourself with your Safe Spot!

Or maybe it suits to your lipstick!

B

A

A

B

A: plastic main surface with indicative objects
B: mostly metalized and contain interface ports

what’s your feeling when you’re not worried of breaking
your flash-memory anymore?!

Wire-frames of disassembled Safe Spot

Designing Safe Spot external drive
The design is following the defined general identity
mentioned in previous page, and secondly is
problem solving in two cases: comfort of carrying
and convenience in spacing during use. One of the
frustrating things in carrying external drives is to
carry its USB-wire as well as the main drive. As
shown, there are two support hangers embedded
at the white-colored front side of the device,
holding the wire and waves the frustration of
carrying the wire aside the main device. It also
follows the identity by being installed at the
dedicated side of PC-connection.

Hi there 

Thinking bigger? Need an external hard drive which can carried easier and applied more convenient?

Pulling off the wire from hanger teeth!

By pushing the button placed at the right of the middle
area, you can get more service

Two holes, following the design identity and also being
placed in a useful side

Wire-frames of Safe Spot Hard Drive

Need more space?! Or even more cooling the device? Just put it on the rails!

And Safe Spot has to come in color trims;

Which color? How big? As an idea, it’s suggested that it manufactured with a function that according to how much its capacity is full, the number’s digits turn on more shiny
(example for the 300 GB: when being full less than 100 GB, only the right zero of 300 turns on; if it’s full between 100 & 200, the second zero turns on; & so on;

Safe & Sound
The multifunctional version designed for the Safe Spot is the Safe
& Sound mp3-player which is a simplified and get-to-the-point
music player and also a data storage messenger.
Following the previously designed gestalt identity, Safe & Sound
also has a point-centric symmetry design with three rounded
edges and three non-rounded ones. Same twistability is
maintained in the design of the USB plug.
The light is under the number of its capacity (as it was installed
before in Safe Spot), and there are also light LEDs embedded
under the two above buttons which are designed for audio
playback interface. There are four side holes for lace and a 3-mm
jack on the top of the device for headsets.
In order to become more user-friendly and minimalistic, only two
main circular buttons are defined for play-back interface. The left
one is suggested to function as the play/pause button. By clicking
once on the left button, the music plays and by clicking once
again, it is paused. The right circular button has five different
functions:
Safe & Sound in a serious way

Colors with numbers! All Safe & Sound 

Following design identities aside adding tasks

1)

once clicked: the next song starts to get played.

2)

twice clicked: the yet listening song goes back to its start (or if
it has less than 3 seconds past from the now-hearing song, it
will goes back to the start of the previous song).

3)

once clicked & the clicking finger remains still after the
clicking moment: the yet-listening song will go forth on fastmode.

4)

twice clicked and the clicking finger remains still after the
clicking moment: the yet-listening song will go back on fastmode.

5)

Triple clicking: jumping to the next folder.

At the bottom of the device – near the place the folded USB plug
rests – a rolling button is suggested that it either locks the device
when user is listening to an audio or turns it of (technically turns it
locked on a stand-by mode) when the song is previously paused by
user before rolling the button through “lock” direction. This can
help a user focusing on what he/she does a side listening the audio
and also can prevent unexpected non-user touched functions,
which can be eventually made to the buttons by mistake.` On the
side are also + and – volume buttons placed.
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Safe & Sound development

So yes! The side holes are useful

Love your style! Carry your Safe & Sound wherever you go, easier than you imagine

In case of developing the concepts “Safe Spot” and “Safe &
Sound”, what are going to be designed next have to firstly
follow the gestalts, visual feelings and aesthetics of the alreadydesigned ones. Also as the design approach has already been
problem-solving in one or two categories related to the use of
each device in comparison with similar products in the market,
the on-going designed devices should at leas be a solver or at
least more user-centered than its similar competitors yet have
been released in the market; Just like what Safe Spot or Safe &
Sound concepts brought. A family of a specific product has to be
harmonic. Therefore, a desktop case on one hand, and maybe
on the other hand a laptop or even cellphones and tablets can
be good objects to be added to Safe Spot and Safe & Sound
family. The naming is also an other issue which is important in
many ways, especially in making relation to the identity of a
single family of products, and it also is a quick impact to
consumers’ minds in attraction of the product. Names which
can be suggested according to the above-mentioned facts can
be “Safe & Go” for mobile devices such as cellphone or tablet of
this family. “Safe Case” is a suitable name for a desktop case as
well. (“Safe & Go” and “Safe Case” shown here are not the
finalized designs)

Work Sample #2

HDMI and USB ports on the side

The interfaces shown on all LCDs are only used for rendering and have not ever applied for other reason

Volume buttons on the other side; as well as 3mm audio
jack and speaker placed top

Touchscreen Cellphones Concepts

“ It’s very easy to be
different, but very
difficult to be better ”
Jonathan Ive

The main idea of this design of mine backs to 2011, when it
was announced that Nokia company decided to switch its
devices’ operating systems from Symbian to Windows. Also,
this transition of OS was increased by adding few Android
based phones few years later. As what the three standard
buttons of each OS have to follow their factory-defined names
and functionalities, icons of each button has been designed
relatedly to their functionalities and of course, with a
minimalist taste of forming. The Retro design was only a
concept and have not been used for any other reason, but only
suggesting to Nokia via an email few years ago.
(Disclaimer: all are concepts and mentioned names “Nokia”,
“Symbian”, “Android”, and “Windows”, are trademarks – the
visuals are only for showing design-abilities and have never
further used or developed)

Retro design, resembling the famous 3650, Nokia’s flagship
phone, this time with a touchscreen and buttons of Windows OS

Modern symmetric design approach;
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E
F

D

B
A
Perspective view of the phone; the visual harmony between
phone’s gestalt and camera’s panel

Detail design: SIM card pulled off; on the side, a hole is
integrated for resetting the device

G
C

Analyzing the aesthetic of the design following Fibonacci's numbers’ ratios:
A: buttons width to phone width = 1/3 B: camera and +/- keys length to SIM card slot’s length 1/2
C: camera and logotype distance from right and left edges = 1/1 D: logotype’s start and end levels with camera button and midpoint of the
phone E: power button to ports gate length = 1/3 F: speaker’s length to [hone length = 1/8 G: thickness was fusibility-studied

Three designed concepts together, each has done based on an individual and characteristic approach;
Retro: a touchscreen version of an old-desired design Brand: a modern and minimalist approach Stylish: a stylish detailed approach of design,
customized for famous old OS, Symbian (Disclaimer: all are concepts and mentioned names “Nokia”, “Symbian”, “Android”, and “Windows”,
are trademarks – the visuals are only for showing design-abilities and have never further used or developed)

Texture, color and gestalt inspired by Ferrari automobiles which
are famous and Italian

Can be sold separately or all together – steamer, main coffee
machine, fridge

Capsules holders for inserting coffee capsules

Work Sample #3: Avantissima is a proposed concept of a triple-functional all-together coffee
machine to La Cimbali; This project is done with cooperation with MBA students at Milan polytechnic university,
combining their idea of designing a triple functional coffee machine which can also be separately be sold in market.

Other suggestion is the capability of being controlled by Wi-Fi

Each sub-machine has to have its own power and resolution
buttons; as shown here for steamer

Work Sample #4

ICE PALAY – the twisting movements of hand in order
to pull off the ices is somehow near to playing with a
joystick of a video game

ICE HOUSE – different ice cube sizing and shaping

Interactive Ice Trays

ICE BUS – a bus full of ice; shaping and coloring
represents famous yellow school buses

ICE PAINT – making more random shaped ice with a
painting tray shaped ice tray

introduces concepts of ice trays with the design approaches of delivering the feelings
and facts interacted between life and the user. Above is shown the concept of ICE O’CLOCK. Another goal of design
was to make different sizes of ice. The material is soft silicon-based.

“ Design is an
opportunity to
continue telling the
story, not just to sum
everything up”
Tate Linden

ICE PAINT – another view with details – having a
finger hole for better handling – all concepts
designed during my employment at CanDo.

The Fibonacci ratio along with following the standard sizing makes
MANAGiSER looks harmonic

MANAGiSER filled with various of daily-used objects

Side shape of the MANAGiSER – resembling a rising chart line which represents a psychologically positive sense of movement or improvement.

Work Sample #5: MANAGiSER
The concept of designing the MANAGiSER is to sort things used
on working desk like notes, pen and pencils, stickers, papers,
books and notebooks, folders, etc. in a way that the ones which
are more being used stay front and more handy and the ones
which are less used, stay at another part. MANAGiSER is
generated from “Manager” and “Organizes” and using a small
“I” as the transition letter from Manager to Organizer is also
standing for the word “intelligent”, as the product is intelligently
designed in order to make the user sort her/his things in a
manager-wised way. The other thing is that it is about 36 cm
high and 55 cm long with the width of 25 cm, which is usable for
most standard desks.
MANAGiSER is designed in a way that it holds the things according to
the probability of the need of each object

Perspective views from front and back sides

Work Sample #6

Client
• Iran Air
Projects
• Product Design | Product Identity Design |
User-Centered Design
Client’s Business Information

“ User-centered
design means working
with your users all
throughout the
project ”
Donald A. Norman

• Iran Air is the Flag-Carrier of Iran’s Airlines
Industry, headquartered in the Mehrabad Airport,
Tehran. Iran Air operates services to 71
destinations in the world and used to be the
second best airline in the world in the midseventies.

Sides without any slope, resulting unfixing problem

Double filleted corners / so fragile

Logo and logotype extruded

Railing and non-leveling problem

Poor injection quality



Visual identity pattern: 5 feathers of the logo means 5 continents in the world
Therefore, the most related element for designing identity in the catering set’s parts was the thing
that the brand flies to five continents with

User-Centered Design for 3 Sets of Users:
• User Group 1: Catering Staff at the airports
Redesign of the structures in order to be more durable and less breakable
Eliminating hard reachable areas that have to be cleaned, but due to hard access, some dried food leftovers are stocked
• User Group 2: Airline Passengers
Making optimized space for all areas in the main plate, as well as more ergonomic design in shapes
Avoiding sharp edges in the design
Designing Individual Structural Patterns Especially Generated From Iran Air’s Logo In Order To Enhancing Brand Awareness All Over The 5 Continents

• User Group 3: Flight Stewardesses & Stewards
Redesigning the edges in a way that the catering trays fit perfectly in the trolley
Redesigning the trays in a way that they fit together once they are depotted vertically on each other

Other Product Design Projects In A Glance

Work Sample #7: Toaster Concept
A non-finished design of a toast-bread shaped
toaster with a knife-shaped handle, resembling
slicing the bread when pushed down
Idea: when bread is toasted, the body turns brown

Work Sample #8: Corvette Scooter
Kick-scooter designed based on Corvette identity

Work Sample #9: Characteristic Swatters
The concept of the design of each shaping was to
firstly making a non-ordinary and non-mostlyused style of a simple product (swatter), and
secondly making it looked alike things or
creatures that eat or destroy bugs.

Design Workshop

Metamorphosis Workshop of Industrial Design
Kish International Campus (Feb. 2011)
Instructed by Dr. Christian Boucharenc (PHD industrial design and member of the department of Design & Architecture at the National University of
Singapore), based on a cooperation agreement between the universities (UT) and (NUS)
Instructed by:
Dr. Christian Boucharenc
National University of
Singapore (NUS)

The Subject of the project was to choose two non-related objects or facts - one a product and the other one a non-product object, fact, thing, etc. - and
analyzing the contours, finally enriching the mid-contour by shaping three hand-modeled objects. Finally, the mid reached object had been the gestalt of
development and producing the final product according to that gestalt.

Work Sample #10

Client
• Oghab Halva

Projects
• Packaging Design | Product Identity
Design | Molding Process Operation

Client Business Information
• Oghab Halva company is one of the oldest
and greatest companies in Sesame-Based
Products in Iran. Oghab company is using its
knowledge & experience hiring the best
experts in food industry to produce sesamebased products in an industrial, High Quality
and Global Standard way with EyeCatching Packaging. Oghab products are
sold in 30 Countries in the world.

“ You will always taste
the package first ”
Mahdyar Fakhraei

Design Briefing

Design Process

PET material

research

Luxurious Design

Defining
design method

Mold design 500 cc

Presenting 5
concepts

Label design

Following
brand identity

Advertisement

Identical & related
to Oghab products
500 cc
750 cc

Design for
Manufacturing

Process controlling

Box design

Sources of inspiration

Growth  continuation  4 seasons

Sesame seed gestalt

Final structural design + render

 Visual identity expansion 

4 seasons continuity  good and
healthy for any time

Sesame seed gestalt

Sesame oil bottle
Material: PET / Prototyping + molding operation

Sesame sauce container structural
design + molding operation/consult

3D Printing Prototyping &
Blow Molding Manufacturing
One of the most important considerations during the
design process is to make necessary information
available parallel to deep research in design criteria
such as aesthetics and market’s desire.
A good design needs to be produced neatly and
correctly. As an engineer, i have to start from inside
details to outside shaping and as a designer and an
artist, I should start from the outside and visual
identity
Having designed sets of bottles for more than 5 or 6
clients, as well as having been to production line of
PET bottle molds and blow molding manufacturing
as the operator, I have gained lots of experience
including know-hows of designing aesthetically
desired and attractive shapes in the territory of safe
area of being practical for getting produced. I have
this philosophy in plastics & metal designs as well.

Work Sample #11

Client
• Golestan
Projects
• Packaging Design | Product Identity Design |
Brochure | Product Design
Client’s Business Information
• Golestan is famous for its diverse and unique food
products included 20 main groups and 300 subfood items altogether. Its trademark rekindles
good memories in its customers who confidently
support its brand. Iranian shoppers tend to
associate Golestan products with High Quality.
Golestan always endeavors to remain a leading
brand through meeting its consumers’ needs in
the best way possible.

“ Design is the silent
ambassador of your
brand ”
Paul Rand

Introducing the Black-Line of Saffron Packaging
A family of 4 different types of packages

Card family

Box family

Cover family

Crystal family

Convergent &
rhythmic bumps

Having no space on
sides for putting
fingers in order to
remove the cap easily

The bottom surface of the
inside of the lower tray
which contains saffron was
a crossing rectangular
bumped which caused
damage for saffron
particles

Inspired by the gestalt of
the Golestan logo (Visual
Identity) & (Enhancing
Brand Awareness)

Having place for putting fingers on
and open (User Ergonomics)

Yellow and red colors were usual and mostly used
colors in the market
No identity was dedicatedly show in the old package
for showing the difference

Didn’t show any sense of luxury in packaging; either
in shaping or in graphics

A non-identical old
fashioned
container without
any added values

Not creative and
without any design
scenarios

Graphic inspired by saffron flower
Black background with golden streamlines and ecliptic
gestalt makes it more luxurious

Polycarbonate concept – an identical
container – for premium quality

Crystal concept – having blending
mechanism – for premium quality

“Crystal” and “Gift” Concepts

This concept renamed to Crystal later on and the molding design and mold
manufacturing is finished and is ready to launch in March 2015 – the target market of
this family is going to be duty free shops in airports – 6 gr saffron is included – As seen,
the final product has slightly been modified due to manufacturing limits.

The previously named Crystal concept which has the mechanism of blending saffron
alongside having an interactional package that when it became opened, it resembled
an opening saffron flower is still remained as concept due to client’s – this design has
been rapid-prototyped with SLS material in 2 sizes of 9,2 & 4,6 gr.

The design has been rapid-prototyped with SLS material in 2 sizes of 9,2 & 4,6 gr.

Work Sample #12

Client
• GLAN Co. Body Care
Projects
• Packaging Design | Product Identity Design
Client’s Business Information
• GLAN Corporation is one of the oldest and wellknown companies in Body Care and Human Beauty
Industry in Iran, producing Protein Shampoos,
Moisturizing Cremes. The company is famous of
having high tech R&D sectors and Quality Control
systems.

“ A Good design, has
de’ sign ”
Mahdyar Fakhraei

Re-design process:
Picking up identical facts from the former successful product
 Concluding a modern and more aerodynamic user-friendly touch



Old design
Popular in the early 90’s
Maintained till 2015)



Extraction of visual
identical components

Modern and trendfollowing design; based
on extracted visual
identical components

Old Design



New Design


Identical design according to the popular
logo of the already-positioned body-care
brand in Iran

Work Sample #13

Client
• Tahchinbar Catering
Projects
• Logo | Stationery | Menu | Packaging Design
Client’s Business Information
• Tahchinbar is a Delivery-Catering Restaurant
located in Tehran which all its cuisine are cooked
with Tahchin which is a Persian cuisine laying-out
with crisp-roasted rice that covers the inner softrice & well-done cooked beef/lamb/stew/chicken
placed inside.

“ Packaging can be
theatre, it can make
story ”
Steve Jobs

Main course package
Starters packaging

Corporate primary colors:

Red tonality in 4 trims  red + yellow
Black  logotype
Red to yellow tonality is inspired by Tahchin colors

Chicken Tahchin

Sauces and seasonings packaging
Season salad packaging

Self locking packaging design
Preventing food’s oil/desalinated water leak
Can be used except using a plate

Four Airway Holes  X cut

Preventing oils/liquid leakage

Work Sample #14

Client
• Pars Steel
Projects
• Logo | Stationery | Catalog | Brochure |
Website | Product Design | Packaging Design |
Banners | Brand Identity Book | Photography
Client’s Business Information

“ Give Me Six Hours To
Chop Down A Tree. I
Will Spend The First
Four Sharpening The
Axe ”
Abraham Lincoln

• Pars Steel is to be known as the first manufacturer
of high quality Stainless Steel Cookware in Iran.
Pars Steel produces more than 35 different
cookware items. The product range includes
variety of Pressure Cookers in different models &
sizes, Pots, Frying Pans and Tea Pot- & Kettle Set.

Redesign Pressure Cooker

New Model:
Persia

Old Model:
Pars

-

Adding control button

-

-

Re-shaping the cap to a more dome-shaped
gestalt for making more harmonic steamspread

No control button and hand-force needed to
the cap be opened

-

Flat cap

-

Non-attractive and old-fashioned handle
with over-defined gripping that is not
necessesary

-

re-designing the gripping handle to a more
ergonomic design

Redesign Pressure Cooker
B.O.M.

9 Piece Pots & Pan Set – Single Packaging

Work Sample #15: Hoti Kara
Designing of a POP display stand, containing different products of Hoti Kara which are involving flavors for cooking
The concept and design approach was inspired by mixture of ingredients as inputs, and the confidence of Hoti Kara in doing the math

Work Sample #16: Fiona Stands
This project was done during my employment at
CanDo Design Lab in May. 2013. The client name
is Chilack company which is the core of its
business holding with sub-brands such as Almo,
producer of cooking oils, and Fiona, the
producer of natural honey. This project was done
for the Fiona brand, including designing two
sizes of stands for their honeys: one for small
supermarkets and the other one for large
grocery stores.

The inspiration of designing the stand was risen
up from that-time-mostly-played game Fruit
Ninja. The design is resembling a hive that has
been cut in pieces somehow like its has been
torn via playing Fruit Ninja, making each piece a
level for putting honeys on.. The bottom part
should be a storage and under the top ceiling
has to be lights hung.
The small version is also an inspired one from its
bigger size with the difference that the sections
are in hexagonal shapes, inspired by hexagonal
layers inside a real hive.

Hand Sketching Work
Samples (Projects)

Added Valued Kick Scooters
University project of the course: Design Methodology
Gadget (Left): designed based on engineering design via Nigel Cross’s rational methodology including
QFD and House-of-Quality / Corvette (Middle): designed based on Kanzei Engineering design
methodology / Shorebird (Right): designed based on Scenario-Based design methodology

“ Good ideas can
come at any time, so
always have a pencil
to hand ”
James Dyson

Brush Ground Concept
University project of the course: Fundamentals of Industrial
Design
Concept: convincing people throwing their trash in the
trashcan like they are brushing the ground and taking care
of the earth to be more clean

Designing Running Shoe with Energy-Storing Capability
Master Thesis of Industrial Design at University of Tehran (2011-12)
Three concepts of energy storing running shoes were designed which each one has the
ability to convert generated vibrant energy and solar energy to electricity and store and
let it out via a USB port integrated at the backside
The design process was done according to guidelines of Nike and Adidas

Primary Concept for Renault
Free hand sketching – without any design limits – not shown or used
In this design, the only thing was reaching the lines and the whole non-detailed shape I
imagined in my mind - The most important thing of the design is trying to shape the
gestalt of the front lights become like the gestalt of Renault logo – not used for any
other reason, just for sketching improvement.

Primary Sketch for Sesame
Sauce Bottle
This is one of the many
primary sketches of Sesame
Sauce bottle done for Oghab
Halva project.

Work Sample #17: Air Max Power
Designing Running-Shoe with
Energy-Saving Capability
Three concepts of energy saving (and storing)
running shoes were designed in which that each
one has the ability to convert the generated
vibration energy (came out from user’s
movement, walking, or running) on one side, and
on the other side, converting gathered solarenergy, all two in to electrical energy and storing
the generated electricity in a capacitator
embedded inside the ergonomic designed
midsole.
Via a USB Port embedded at the rear side, the
gathered electricity can charge an iPod or a CellPhone.
The shape of the shoe was also designed based
on User-Ergonomics and Design-for-Comfort.
All the aesthetic issues and Brand-Identity
issues were applied as the project was to design
the product under a name of a brand (in order to
consider brand identity and strategic design
issues as well).
The design methodology was based on Nigel
Cross’s methodology, considering Voice-ofCustomers and Quality-Functional-Deployment.

3 Concepts were designed (1 for Nike and 2 for
Adidas), one of them (the Nike’s one that is
named: Air Max Power) were developed at the
second phase of design-development.
This project was my Master-Thesis Project,
combining Fashion Design, Product Design, and
Engineering all together.

Work Sample #18

Four Concepts of Equipment, Rides & Plays for Kids’
Playground
This project - which was a university project - was done with the aim of
applying a new approach to the philosophy of the task of playing in
children in a social medium such as parks playgrounds. The title of this
project is “Designing Playground Equipment’s for Children of the Owners
of Houses in Shahin-Khazar Residential Neighborhood, aged 5 to 9 Years
Old”.
In line with the project, an exclusive theoretical study were done on the
fields such as the definition of playing, various factors that children
between 5 and 9 years of age are in interaction with playground
equipment, their challenges against solving issues which are small scales of
bigger social issues, and finally, in the field of direct or indirect education
they gain by playing together in a playground. Aside these factors, other
studies have done on the issue that how children get attracted from
playground equipment and which aesthetic factors and gestalts and which
equipment is mostly popular for them.
The design methodology was done based on Kansei engineering method
by skimming over 30 children of the owners of houses in the ShahinKhazar neighborhood. Based on the results, outcomes from both
theoretical and skimming studies, eight primary concepts were sketched
that after final evaluations, four of them with the names “Lab Deck”,
“Island and Floating Surfaces”, “Lantern Merry-go-round”, and “Sand
Hourglass Slide” were developed as the final designed concepts and got
3D-modeled, rendered, and proposed for the neighborhood. The finalizing
and defending process of each design were done by analysis in aesthetics,
project targets’ reaching, and bill of materials of each.

“ Play is often talked
about as if were a
relief from serious
learning; but for
children, play is
serious learning ”
Fred Rogers

Kids’ growth analysis between 5 to 9 years of age
Kids and their relation to colors and forms
Playgrounds and standard facts of playgrounds
Research

Ergonomics of the playground and the equipment
Playground equipment design mandatories
Aesthetics in playground equipment and rides

Skimming, interviewing, and in-field playing tests

Benchmarking nowadays equipment applied on PGs
Generating most wanted plays’ contours & colors
Kansey
Engineering
Methodology

Combining theoretical conclusions with gained facts
Generating Kansey keywords and key adjectives
Secondary skimming (indirect interview with kids)
Generating most desired adjectives that design has to have
Primary sketching of 8 concepts and developing the top rated 4
(rational analysis similar to Nigel Cross method)

Lab Deck
Lab Deck is the simplest game between the designed
four games.
The scenario of the game is seen respectably from
picture A to picture I.
a, b, c) Kid throws the ball and tries to throw it inside
the hole placed above the deck.
d) Ball goes to the above tunnel placed at the
backside of the deck
e, f) Ball guided through the lower side of the
yellow-colored cap, and stocks till the kid adjusts the
white triple-way tunnel in a vertical way so that the
ball falls down inside.
g, h) Kid has to adjust the red tunnel and the white
triple-tunnel in a way that the ball comes out from
the white on and goes to the red one.
i, j) Kid has to rotate the red tunnel (which must be
designed in a way that it rotates only near to 30
degree angle so that the ball just comes out if the
red tunnel is adjusted collinear with the transparent
light-blue knee-tunnel) in a way that the ball goes to
the lower light-blue transparent tunnel.
k, l) the ball goes through the lower tunnel placed at
the back of the deck and have a turn and finally
comes out from the side of the deck.
This game can be more attractive for younger half of
the defined range of age for this project.
Using a dolphin illustration is based on semiotic
design approach; that is based on using local-related
objects or contours or illustration in designing a
product and due to the familiar signs.
Lab Deck can teach kids how to figure out and be
problem-solving in their scale of knowledge and
physical ability.

Island and Floating Surfaces
-

-

-

-

-

4 surfaces resembling water are on springstructure foundation
The surfaces layout texture is tartan in blue
color containing objects which can be found in
the sea (ex. Bottle, Goggles, Sticks, Leaves,
etc.)
The moment around the points on the surfaces
which are the objects drawn at is zero;
therefore, when a kid is locating on the objects,
the surface she/he is climbing remains still and
without any slope
Kid has to make a balance in order to reach the
middle island
The vertical movements of each surfaces wont
be extend from 5 inches at most (due to
maintain the safety of the kids)
The whole equipment is surrounded with high
pressurized mattress
For more access to the kids, there are four
stairways defined
The goal of the game is that kids become
familiar indirectly to force and moment
balancing as well as smart decision making.
The grid fencings has to be made by rope as a
soft material or kids safety
The structure should be painted due to
prohibition of oxidizing
The estimated bill od material (BOM) has been
prepared in the scale of a university project
and can be developed .

Lantern Merry-Go-Round
-

-

-

Aesthetic facts of design: Height/width ratio are followed by
Fibonacci’s ratio / using green and red colors on the neutral
background
By rotating the wheel, on-board kids will rotate the whole system /
Being placed a dynamo inside of the middle metallic surfaced
cylindrical column, the outer rotation made by kids will reach to the
dynamo’s wheel (via 5 gears applied on the ground-connected
foundation); the dynamo converts motion energy in to electrical
energy which turns the above-lights on / Competition can be made
between two systems is that each system turns faster, the light will
turned on brighter
Semiotic design approach is the gestalt resembling a lantern which
is located on the shores (as the location the project is proposed to is
a residential districted city at the beach of the Caspian sea.

Sand Hourglass Slide
The main scenario is a win-win one. Kids have to full their plastic buckets with sand in order
to full the hourglass with sand and having fun. Six upper holes and six lower capped-ports are
for loading (when playing) and unloading (when kids are gone).
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Client
•

EDGE Business Group

Projects

•

Logo | Stationery | Landing Pages

Client’s Business Information
•

EDGE offers businesses (large & small, local &
global) a growing range of innovative products &
services. From Individual Entrepreneurs to Global
Business Leaders, the clients enjoy the freedom
to work with smart & flexible place delivering 5star customer services. EDGE offers Office Spaces,
Business-Services, Business Setups, & Human
Services.

Project No. 1
EDGE
Logotype

Persian Logotype has to be seen as “ “ اِج

Rhythmic rectangles  continuity and reliability
Rectangle  firm / organization  trustworthiness
Concentric squares  focused (as the businesses has to be)
Variety of rectangles  diversity (as diverse businesses)

Project No. 1
EDGE
The Mark

The Mark points to the edge  directing to the “ultimate”

Corporation / Business / Office / Support

+

=





App Icon (or can even be as the Fav Icon on browsers)

Project No. 1
EDGE
Stationery

Project No. 1
EDGE
App Landing / App Icon
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Client
•

eSafar

Projects

•

Logo | Stationery | Website & App
UX/UI | Motion Graphics

Client’s Business Information
•

eSafar.com is a well-profiled travel agency
which has extended its services online and
by offering the chance to book any flight and
hotel from any location in the world, backed
with high-tech back-end & front-end,
having Intercontinental Branches in Iran &
Europe. The business’s famous slogan is:
“From Everywhere To Everywhere”

Project No. 2
eSafar
The Mark

+

+
The “pin” is to show location  inspired by eSafar’s slogan:
From Everywhere to Everywhere

The gestalt inspired by airplanes’ front views

Small “e”  electronic/exploring/online

=
The Mark

(

Having the potential to become as
simple as a Special Pin (eSafar’s Pin)
after being marketed and awareness
enhancement of the brand in future

)

Project No. 2
eSafar
Logo & Logotype

     Typo | Mark
As Persian is written from right to left

Applying similar DNA of typograph strokes, thicknesses and
shapes to the Persian typograph of “ ”ایسفرwhich is eSafar

Mark | Typo     
As English is written from left to right

Small letter “e” stands for electronic
Capital letter “S” is the start of the word “Safar”
which means “Travel” in Persian

Project No. 2
eSafar
Stationery

Project No. 2
eSafar
Persian Website

Project No. 2
eSafar
English Website

Project No. 2
eSafar
Responsive Web

Project No. 2
eSafar
UI of App / Web Blog Illustrations

Brand’s Name Matters,
The Brand’s Name May Not Only Be Sounded Nice In Meaning Or In Being Related To Business Directly,
Though, It Must Be Sounded Great In The Target Groups’ Minds… Then, The Importance Of Meaning Weaves

“ The Gift Of A Great Name; Sometimes That’s All One Needs ”
Lord Baelish – Game Of Thrones
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Client
•

KiliD

Projects
•

Naming | Slogan | Logo | Stationery |
Brochure | Website & App UI | Photography |
Social Media Layouts | Motion Graphics

Client’s Business Information
•

KiliD is a startup Real Estate & Rental Marketplace
dedicated to empowering consumers with Data &
Knowledge around the home they’re going to
choose, and connects them to its local member
agents. KiliD.com is the first AVM-based Online
Real Estate in Iran and offers B2B & B2C services.

Project No. 3
KiliD
Naming

Review of most famous
real estate apps/webs in
the world

Benchmarking non-forgettable
names’ specifications:
Briefness (ex. Zillow)
Vague meanings (ex. Zupla)
Special meaning (ex. Compass)
Direct meaning (ex. Right move)

Brainstorming

&
Keywordgeneration
Real estate
AVM-based
app
B2B and
B2C

Client
briefing
&
Market
research

KiliD
Kilid is inspired from
the word “KELID”

Brand
values &

Refining names
according to:

end-product

design-brief,
The “.com” availability,

analysis

Values:
Trust
Sense of “Home”
Data oriented

aesthetic of
pronunciation
in market-awareness,
and BENEFIT-relatedfactor

Naming Mandatories:
Brief
Not forgettable
Business Related

Meaning:
House’s Key in Persian
KiliD is pronounced:
KEELEED

Project No. 3
KiliD
Logo & Logotype

KiliD means “Key” in Persian spoken-literature
 specifically means “key of the house”, NOT of a car, etc.




Highly minimalized gestalt inspired by a city metropolitan

Project No. 3
KiliD
Logo & logotype structure

Persian typograph has to be seen as “  & “ کیلیدbe
pronounced “ keeleed ”

Logo and logotype elements’ ratio

Project No. 3
KiliD
Color Development

Pantone

Pantone

676

7693

Primary colors for identical
elements & layouts in web, app or
print

Magenta: active, exciting & Smart
Navy Blue: trust, royal, &
confidence

Project No. 3
KiliD
Color Development

Primary colors for identical elements &
layouts in web, app or print
action buttons in web/app = magenta
Secondary buttons = blue or white

Text, headlines in print/web & some
alternative buttons in web/app

Secondary Colors for supporting in
applying contrast on necessary cases
such as graphs, diagrams, icons,
illustrations, etc. that more-tan-twocolors are needed

Project No. 3
KiliD
UX/UI of website and app

Project No. 3
KiliD
Advertising package:
incl. infographic
poster / brochure

When Designing A Brand, A Product, A Package, A Service Or An App, Or Even Naming A Brand Or A Product,
Considering The Following Fact Is A Must;
That:

“ Consumers Don’t Buy Products. They Buy Product Benefits ”
David Ogilvy
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Client
• Zib online – Hair & Make-Up Application
Projects
• Naming | Logo | App UX/UI
Client’s Business Information
• Zib is going to be a Mobile Application offering InHouse Hair-Cut, Make-Up and Blow-Outs, targeting
ladies need hair/make-up service at home and do
not have time to go to their artist. The business is
a start up and the first in its category of industry in
Tehran.

Project No. 4
Zib
Product Naming Process

Beauty is the Real Product , Not the App, the Make-Up or the Hair-Style
Benefit

Brainstorming

In-house
hair
stylists via
ordering
with an
app

&
Keywordgeneration

Client
briefing
&
Market
research

Not having time
 The first product of
the app -> Time

Zib
Zib is the main
name to market
&

More than 50 name
ideas generated
according to the
keywords: “beauty”,
“blowout”,
“attractiveness”,
and “confidence”

www.zibonline.com

is the available
domain

Brand
values &

Refining names
according to:

end-product

design-brief,
The “.com” availability,

analysis

aesthetic of
pronunciation
in market-awareness,
and BENEFIT-relatedfactor

The Actual Product (product’s BENEFIT):
Thinking of becoming superbly
attractive more than ever
 The nominal product of the
app  hair style & make up

The Ultimate Beauty
Ziba means “beautiful” in Persian

Zib = Beauty

Project No. 4
Zib
Logotype

Curves  inspired by
feminine curves
Simple and narrow strokes
 pure, honest, and having
style

2
1
Following Fibonacci ration

Project No. 4
Zib
Android App UI
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Client
• Tose’e Kimia Sa’adat – TKS
Projects
• Logo | Stationery
Client’s Business Information
• TKS company is the exclusive distributor of
RANDOC Reagents QC @ EQA in Iran. The
company offers Special Biochemical Kits, Quality
Control Preparation, and Laboratories’ Controlling
Sets.

Project No. 5
TKS
Logo and Logotype
Old logo and logotype


Professionally choosing the
important elements of the first logo
Redesigning with the modern trend
and minimal approach

Corporate primary colors:
Red: blood color and life fundamental
element
Dark grey: structural and strong

Project No. 5
TKS
Stationery offset-printing
outputs
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Client
• Radman Tashkhis Pars – RTP
Projects
• Logo | Stationery
Client’s Business Information
• RTP has projects of quality-improvement of Iran’s
Clinical Industry, and includes a team of experts in
the field of Medical Laboratory (Molecular, ELISA,
Biochemical, and Hematology). RTP is the official
distributor of Multiplex Real Time PCR produced
by Seegene company, Multiplex PCR & Strip Assay
Kits produced by Operon, and Molecular Supplies
produced by Metabion.

Project No. 6
RTP
Logo and Logotype

3 different sizes circles
bounded to gather
Inspired by molecular
bounding

Corporate primary colors:
Red: blood color and life fundamental element
Sky-blue: honesty, and clinical

Project No. 6
RTP
Stationery offset-printing
outputs
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Client

• YassiTaheri Floral Design
Projects
• Logo | Stationery | Yearbook | Website UX/UI |
Marketing Communication Strategy

Client’s Business Information
• YassiTaheri is a personal brand of Mrs. Yassi Taheri
– Professional Floral Designer – which is actively
serving floral projects for events, weddings,
seminars, ceremonies, etc.

Project No. 7
YassiTaheri
Logotype / Identity Pattern
/ Corporate Colors

The design of the cursive-handwritten logotype, as well as
the plant-floral pattern, are inspired by the overall
silhouette of one of the special designs of Mrs. Yassi Taheri
Identical pattern

Primary colors of logotype and main
identity

Corporate identity colors in print and
website layouts and patterning

Project No. 7
YassiTaheri
Printed sets / T-shirts

Project No. 7
YassiTaheri
Website / Photography
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Client
• Pars Steel
Projects
• Logo | Stationery | Catalog | Brochure |
Website | Photography | Packaging Design |
Banners | Brand Identity Book
Client’s Business Information
• Pars Steel is to be known as the first manufacturer
of high quality Stainless Steel Cookware in Iran.
Pars Steel produces more than 35 different
cookware items. The product range includes
variety of Pressure Cookers in different models &
sizes, Pots, Frying Pans and Tea Pot- & Kettle Set.

Project No. 8
Pars Steel
Brand Book Chapters 1
&2
Logo guidelines / Font
guidelines

Project No. 8
Pars Steel
Brand Book Chapters 3
&4
Color guidelines /
Package design
guidelines

Project No. 8
Pars Steel
Brand Book Chapter 4
Stationery set guidelines

Project No. 8
Pars Steel
Brand Book Chapter 6
Website guidelines

Project No. 8
Pars Steel
Brand Book Chapter 7
Apron guidelines

Project No. 8
Pars Steel
Brand Book Chapter 8
Uniform guidelines

Project No. 8
Pars Steel
Catalog / Leaflet /
Brochure

Project No. 8
Pars Steel
Catalog / Leaflet /
Brochure

Project No. 8
Pars Steel
Advertisement Photography
& Location Setup

A Brand Needs To Be Aware In Many Ways
Sometimes Via Advertisements Or Even By Consumers’ Word Of Mouths
And Sometimes In The Visuals Of Every Single Lines, Forms, Shapes And Layouts Of The Products

“ A Picture Is Worth A Thousand Words, And Your Brand’s
Visual Identity Is Worth Much More ”
Jeremy Miller
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Client
• ’OPark Water Park
Projects

• Naming | Logo | Stationery | Story Design |
Character Design | Clay Modeling | Signages |
Pictograms | Uniforms | Theme Illustration |
Brand Book
Client’s Business Information
• Opark is the Largest Indoor Water Park in Western
Asia, having more than 14 water rides including
huge wave pools and fantasy rivers. Providing a
Different Experience in water park adventure is the
main mission of Opark.

Project No. 9
’OPark
Naming Philosophy

Water means “  “ آبin Persian and is pronounced “ AAB”


In different Persian-generated accents and languages, it is
pronounced a word with O or AW sounded vowls



Osholoops landed to the earth


By mixing AAB , O , and AW, and having a universal approach
aim that can be read easily in all other international languages,
The name “ ’OPark “ was defined


Then the character designs made
the characters names are “ Osholoop “ which are named
inspired by water wave sound in Persian
The Osholoops were living in Olopia planet
They had ran out of water
They came to the earth cause all they can recognize is O and
whatever O-shaped is

OPlants  the thirsty plants that absorb any
droplets of water they find

Project No. 9
’OPark
Logo and Logotype
The O mark design-process

Persian logotype has to be seen as “ “ ُ پارک

x
5a
a

x

x

2a

Fibonacci ratio

Creating organic gestalts from geometric initiations

Reaching the gestalt “ ُ “
which sounds “ O “ in Persian

Formulation the universal “ O “ from
Persian “ O “ and developing the mark

Project No. 9
‘OPark
Brand Book Chapter 1
Logo & Font / Corp.
Colors

Project No. 9
‘OPark
Brand Book Chapter 2
Stationery Set
Guidelines

Project No. 9
‘OPark
Brand Book Chapter 3
OPlanet Story &
Characters

Project No. 9
‘OPark
Brand Book Chptr. 3
Cont. OPlanet Story &
Characters

Project No. 9
‘OPark
Brand Book Chapter 4
Wall Illustration
Guidelines

Project No. 9
‘OPark
Brand Book Chapter 5
Pictograms

Project No. 9
‘OPark
Brand Book Chapter 6
Signage: Designs, Typos,
Appliance Guidelines

Project No. 9
‘OPark
Brand Book Chptr. 6
Cont. Signage: Designs,
Typos, Appliance
Guidelines

Project No. 9
‘OPark
Brand Book Chapter 7
Uniforms & Badge

Project No. 9
‘OPark
Brand Book Chapter 8
Tubes: Designs, Sizes &
Guidelines

Other Brand Identity Design Projects In A Glance

AALLAA Moda
Naming | Logo | Stationery
Client’s Business Category: Fashion

Faré Café
Logo | Stationery | Menu | Signage | Photography
Client’s Business Category: Coffee House

Pararin Tejarat Parseh
Naming | Logo | Stationery | Flyer | Packaging
Client’s Business Category: Nuts & Dates Export

Matikan
Logo | Stationery | Company’s DVD Packaging | Brand Book
Client’s Business Category: CRM Software Services

Mica Air
Logo | Stationery | Visual Identity | Corporate Identity
Client’s Business Category: Commercial Airline – Member
of Mica Kish Group Holding (Tours/Malls/Hotels Industry)

V-Rock CrossFit Center
Naming | Logo | Stationery
Client’s Business Category: CrossFit (purple) &
Bouldering Clubs (orange)

Thank You

www.mfdesign.org

